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ABSTRACT 

Posiva Oy has acquired an extensive amount of data on the geology of the Olkiluoto 
Island. An important part of that data is the heterogeneous collection of fracture 
information, known as the fracture database. In this work, the fracture database was 
studied and analyzed using data mining techniques aiming to characterize the properties 
of the database itself, not the underlying geological and physical laws and phenomenona 
that are reflected through the data. The goal was to discover previously unknown 
correlations, patterns, and properties contained within the data. In addition to the 
fracture database, two supporting datasets were utilized in the analysis: deformation 
zone intersection data and deviation survey measurements. 

The following analyses were carried out: logical discrepancies and potential errors in 
data; statistics of alphanumeric strings, numeric values, and empty fields; visualizations 
of borehole locations and shapes; histograms, ranges, quantizations, 1- and 2-
dimensional clustering of numeric quantities; core orientations; comparison between 
reported fracture orientations with those recalculated using the core orientations and 
fracture orientations with respect to core; fracture densities; fracture orientations at 
intersections of each deformation zone separately; statistics of zone intersection data; 
discovery of groups of valid fields in the database; discovery of quantities that predict 
the lithology or hydraulic conductivity of fractures; discovery of fracture fillings that 
have a tendency to appear together. 

The interpretation of the analysis results was beyond the scope of this work. The 
assessment of the novelty and the usefulness of the discovered patterns and 
relationships requires domain expertise and familiarity with the everyday practises on 
how the data is utilized, what assumptions are satisfied and which aspects are 
significant. Instead, this report gives numerous different viewpoints on the data and 
through them, brings up issues that might require further investigation or just verifies 
the current conception of issues related to the geology of Olkiluoto Island.  

Keywords: Fracture database, data mining



Visualisointeja ja yhteenvetoja rakotietokannasta, deformaatiovyöhyke-
leikkausaineistosta sekä taipumamittaustuloksista kairareikien OL-KR1 - 
OL-KR33B osalta. 

TIIVISTELMÄ

Posiva Oy:llä on hallussaan suuri määrä Olkiluodon saaren geologiaa kuvaavaa dataa. 
Yksi tärkeä osa tuota dataa on sisällöltään monipiirteinen rakoinformaation kokoelma, 
jota kutsutaan rakotietokannaksi. Tässä työssä tutkittiin ja analysoitiin tuota tietokantaa 
tiedonlouhinnan menetelmin. Tavoitteena oli luonnehtia itse tietokannan datasisältöä 
eikä ollenkaan niitä taustalla vaikuttavia geologian ja fysiikan lakeja, joita data luonnol-
lisesti heijastelee. Tavoitteena oli löytää datasta aikaisemmin tuntemattomia korrelaa-
tioita, riippuvuussuhteita ja ominaisuuksia. Rakotietokannan lisäksi tässä työssä ana-
lyysin kohteena oli myös kaksi muuta sitä täydentävää datajoukkoa: geologiset vyöhy-
keleikkaustiedot ja rakojen suuntauksessa käytetyt taipumamittaustiedot. 

Työssä suoritettiin seuraavat analyysit: datoista löytyneiden epäloogisuuksien ja mah-
dollisten virheiden kirjaaminen; alfanumeeristen merkkijonojen, numeeristen arvojen ja 
tyhjien kenttien lukumäärien kartoitus; kairanreikien sijaintien ja muotojen visualisointi, 
numeeristen suureiden tiheysjakaumien, vaihteluvälien, kvantittuneisuuden, 1- ja 2-ulot-
teisten ryhmittyneisyyden esittäminen; kairausnäytteiden asentojen esittäminen; tieto-
kannassa valmiiksi laskettujen rakoasentojen ja niiden tässä työssä uudelleenlaskettujen 
asentojen vertaileminen; rakotiheyksien esittäminen, rakoasentojen jakaumien esittä-
minen kunkin vyöhyketyypin leikkauksessa erikseen; vyöhykeleikkausten jakautuman 
esittäminen; sellaisten kenttien etsiminen, jotka tyypillisesti sisältävät yhtäaikaisesti tie-
toa; sellaisten suureiden etsiminen, jotka parhaiten ennustavat raon kivilajia tai veden-
johtavuutta; sellaisten rakotäytteiden etsiminen, joilla on taipumus esiintyä yhtäaikai-
sesti.

Varsinainen analyysitulosten tulkinta ei kuulunut tämän työn sisältöön. Löydettyjen 
piirteiden ja riippuvuussuhteiden uutuuden ja hyödyllisyyden arviointi vaatii geologian 
asiantuntemusta ja perehtyneisyyttä siihen, miten kyseistä dataa hyödynnetään joka-
päiväisessä työssä, mitkä oletukset ovat voimassa ja mitkä asiat ovat todella merkityk-
sellisiä. Tämän raportin tarkoituksena on sen sijaan antaa lukuisia näkökulmia dataan ja 
niiden avulla nostaa esille kysymyksiä, jotka ehkä vaativat tarkempaa selvitystä tai 
muuten vahvistaa nykyistä käsitystä asioista, jotka liittyvät Olkiluodon saaren geolo-
giaan.

Avainsanat: Rakotietokanta, tiedon louhinta 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This document is a part of deliverables in Posiva Oy's contract titled ”Analysis of 
Posiva's fracture database, deformation zone intersection data, and deviation survey 
measurements regarding boreholes OL-KR1 - OL-KR33B / Posivan rakotietokannan, 
geologisten deformaatiovyöhykeleikkaustietojen sekä rakojen suuntauksessa käytettyjen 
taipumamittaustietojen analysointi kairareikien OL-KR1 - OL-KR33B osalta” and 
identified as 9766/06/ISAA. 

This work is about analysing a geological database using data mining computational 
methods. In data mining approach, the analysis focuses on the numerical content of the 
database, not in the underlying geological and physical laws and phenomenona that are 
reflected through the data. Therefore, the persons performing the analysis need not be 
experts in geology. The goal is to discover previously unknown correlations, patterns, 
and properties contained within the data. In order to be able to concentrate on aspects 
that may potentially exhibit new information, the application domain experts of Posiva 
Oy participate in the specification of all the analyses planned. 

This document is a report describing the data, underlying assumptions, analysis results, 
and the methodology of the analyses. 

The analyses were carried out using Matlab-software and Datactica Ltd’s proprietary 
analysis routines. 
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2 DATA 

This section gives an overview on the data sets analysed in this work. 

2.1 Overview of the data files 

The data consists of three files: 

Olkiluoto_fracture_TYÖ.mdb: Database of fractures (with extensive amount 
of attached information for each fracture) identified in the boreholes KR1 – 
KR33. An example view on the database is given in  
Figure 2.1-1.
Taipumamittauksia.xls: Measurements of the deviation survey of the 
boreholes KR1-KR40. An example view on the data is given in Figure 2.1-2. 
ZONE_INTERSECTIONS_190506.xls: Intersections between boreholes and 
deformation zones, including intersection names and types. Example is given 
in Figure 2.1-3. 

Figure 2.1-1. Example view of the contents of Olkiluoto_fracture_TYÖ.mdb file in 
Microsoft Access application.   
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Figure 2.1-2. Example view of the contents of Taipumamittauksia.xls file in Microsoft 
Excel application. The table contains a total of 6880 rows. 
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Figure 2.1-3. Example view of the contents of ZONE_INTERSECTIONS_190506.xls file 
in Microsoft Excel application. The table contains a total of 258 rows. 
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3 TERMINOLOGY 

The description of the fields (properties of the fracture items) recorded for the fractures 
is given in (Kärki & Aaltonen, 2007).

In deformation zone intersection data, the following abbreviations are used:  

DSI, ductile shear zone intersection 
SFI, semi-brittle fault zone intersection 
BJI, brittle joint cluster intersection 
BFI, brittle fault zone intersection 
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4 LOGICAL DISCREPANCIES AND POTENTIAL ERRORS IN DATA 

4.1 Observations in fracture database 

The list of observations is given below: 

Textual data in many fields appeared sometimes in lowercase and sometimes 
in uppercase letters. The information content does not depend on this, so 
analyses were not case-sensitive, unless otherwise mentioned. 
Textual data in field #15 'FRACTURE_TYPE' is interpreted as follows: 

value “crfi” is interpreted as “clfi” (appears in record number 22845). 
value “tiha” is interpreted as “ti” (appears in 37 records, between 9163-
9807). This case results from old data material that has been in finnish 
(tiha = tiivis haarniskapintainen). Currently, the meaning is just ti = 
tight.

Textual data in field #53 'KINEMATICS_DESCRIPTION' is interpreted as 
follows: 

value “ireeg” is interpreted as “irreg”. 
values “sria”, “stia”, “stra”, “stri” and “striation” are interpreted as 
“stria”.
values “psg” and “psrg” are interpreted as “psgr”. 
value “groov” is interpreted as “grov”. 
values “sstep”, “satep” and “stepped” are interpreted as “step”. 
value “pla” is interpreted as “plan”. 
value “no data” is interpreted as “no sample”. 

In fields #25, #26, #29, #30, #33, #34, #35, #38 and #39 the character “+” was 
interpreted to separate textual data strings that denote different data items. 
Examples: In field #25, string “Tk+Hi” is interpreted such that strings “Tk” 
and “Hi” appear at the same time. So they are NOT interpreted as some 
combined data item. In field #35, string “Va+Ha” is interpreted such that 
strings “Va” and “Ha” appear at the same time. These are different to string 
“VaHa” which is interpreted as a separate textual data item. 
Field name KINNEMATICS_FROM_EAST (column 50) should read 
KINEMATICS_FROM_EAST. 
Field name GENERAL_GEOL_FACTURE_TYPE (column 21) should read 
GENERAL_GEOL_FRACTURE_TYPE. 
Field #4 'NORTHING' has exceptionally large (10 times larger than others) 
value in record number 9597. The value is 67931449 whereas the previous 
record has value 6793148.54. 
Field #4 'NORTHING' in record number 19552 has roughly 2771 meters 
larger value than the second largest in the whole set. The value is 6796127.09 
whereare the previous record has value 6792591.16. The 'EASTING' value at 
record 19552 is 1526127.09 which may somehow be related to the possible 
error.
Fields #4, #5, and #6 ('NORTHING', 'EASTING', and 'ELEVATION') have 
value 0 in records 30342, 30509, and 31081. 
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Field #5 'EASTING' have exceptionally large values at the following records: 
record 8474: value 15254438.2, previous values 1525438.33 
record 19306: value 1566118.14, previous 1526118.14 
record 19307: value 1566118.14 
record 19308: value 1566118.15 

Field #6 'ELEVATION have exceptionally large values at the following 
records: 

record 134: value 89.98 previous -89.82  
record 8115: value 122.79, previous -122.75 
record 8416: value 239.62, previous -239.33 
record 8830: value 408.76, previous -408.63 
record 11036: value 189.55, previous -189.53
record 11242: value 246.87, previous -246.74 
record 14319: value 428.37, previous -428.33 
record 4054: value -521.85, previous -571.85 
record 19649: value -705.81, previous -745.66, next -751,97 (also 
'NORTHING' and 'EASTING' have exceptional deviation in this record)  

The last two records belong to borehole KR1. The values seem to be in 
agreement with those of the neighbouring KR1 data. For some reason, these 
records have become stray. 
Field #6 'ELEVATION has clear deviation in the following record: 

record 856: value -355.00 previous -334.55  
When plotted in 3-D coordinates, KR4 hole does not build up smoothly. See 
Figure 6.1-1. 

4.2 Observations in deviation survey measurements 

The list of observations is given below: 

The last entry for most of the holes has text “lisatty viimeinen piste Pso” or 
“lisatty viimeinen piste SRa” in column 'alkuperä' and the columns 'mit_y', 
'mit_x', 'mit_z' are empty. 
In KR31 and KR37-KR40, columns 'mit_y', 'mit_x', 'mit_z' are empty. 
In KR32 and KR33, the values in columns 'mit_y', 'mit_x' are order of 
magnitudes smaller than in other holes. 
In KR34-KR36, the column 'alkuperä' is empty. 
The core orientations do not seem to be smoothly behaving in KR4 data. See 
Figure 6.1-2 and Figure 6.1-3.
The core orientations do not seem to be smoothly behaving in KR10 data. See 
Figure 6.1-4 and Figure 6.1-5.
There is one stray point in KR15B data. See stereonets of core orientations in 
the Appendix. 
There is one stray point in KR19B data. See stereonets of core orientations in 
the Appendix.
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There is one stray point in KR21 data. See stereonets of core orientations in 
the Appendix. 
There is one stray point in KR26 data. See stereonets of core orientations in 
the Appendix.

4.3 Observations in deformation zone intersection data 

The list of observations is given below: 

In row 137 the column 'INTERSECTION_ID'  is OL_KR27_BFI_845_965 
even though M_FROM = 84,50 and M_TO=96,50 
In row 156 the column 'INTERSECTION_ID'  is 
OL_KR29_BFI_33355_33776 even though M_FROM = 533,00 and 
M_TO=548,55.
In sheet 'Legend' it says that “Brittle fault zone intersection” is abbreviated by 
“BSI”, however in the actual data there is no such string, instead there is 
abbreviation “BFI” that is not mentioned at all in 'Legend' -sheet. Presumably 
these correspond to each other. “BFI” will be used in this document.  
There are zone intersections that overlap. See for example Figure 6.1-7. 
Overlapping, however, does not reflect any logical error in the data, because 
zone intersections can overlap. 

4.4 Other remarks 

Some fields in fracture database carry binary or almost binary information. Such fields 
and their set of different values (except being empty) are 

#19 HYDR_CONDUCTIVITY {1},
#26 CARBONATE SPECIES {CC, CC+DO (only one item)}, 
#40 QUARTZ {x}, 
#41 GRAPHITE {x}, 
#42 CHLORITE {x}, 
#43 SERICITE {x}, 
#44 BLACK_PIGMENT {x}, and 
#45 CORROSION {x}. 

The interpretation of these fields being empty is different depending on the analysis. In 
analysis 6.1.10, empty field is interpreted as 'not valid / unknown', whereas in analysis 
6.3 it is interpreted as valid field indicating 'not / none'. In this latter case, also fields 
#30 SULPHIDE SPECIES and #34 CLAY SPECIES are interpreted as 'none' when 
empty. And when any 'species' field is empty, the corresponding 'area', 'thickness', and 
'type of coating' should be also interpreted as 0%, 0 mm, and 'none', respectively.  There 
are a few exceptions to this rule: 

CARBONATE: Fracture item 12243 has empty 'species' but has coating 'tk', 
area 60% and thickness 2 mm. 
CARBONATE: Fracture item 8339 has empty 'species' but has area 80%. 
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CLAY: Fracture item 4256 has empty 'species' but has coating 'tk+lk', area 
100% and thickness 0,3 mm. 
CLAY: Fracture item 32613 has empty 'species' but has coating 'tk+lk', area 
100% and thickness 0,3 mm. 
CLAY: Fracture item 36096 has empty 'species' but has coating 'ja+va', area 
100% and thickness 0,1 mm. 
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5 PREPROCESSING 

For the analysis described in 6.1.10 all the values of  field 'HOLE_ID' in fracture 
database were interpreted as empty even though all values were valid. See 6.1.10.22 for 
more detailed explanation. 
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6 ANALYSES 

The analysis results are documented in sections 6.1-6.3. 

6.1 General properties of the data 

6.1.1 Statistics of strings, numeric values, and empty fields in fracture database 

There are 54 fields in the records of the fracture database. Some fields contain numeric 
data, some contain text. In both cases, there are lots of records that have empty fields. 
These properties of the data are summarized in Table 6.1-1. 
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Table 6.1-1.  Statistics of fields in fracture database. 

Field Field name String Empty Numeric 
1 HOLE ID 40346 0 0

      2  M FROM         0         0       40346 

      3  M TO         0     39829         517 

      4  NORTHING         0      9304       31042 

      5  EASTING         0      9304       31042 

      6  ELEVATION         0      9304       31042 

      7  CORE ALPHA         0      5701       34645 

      8  DIR CORE         0     28713       11633 

      9  DIP CORE         0     28715       11631 

     10  ALPHA         0      8702       31644 

     11  BETA         0      8700       31646 

     12  AZIMUTH         0      8248       32098 

     13  DIP         0      8250       32096 

     14  SOURCE      1681     38665           0 

     15  FRACTURE TYPE     38355      1991           0 

     16  FRACTURE SHAPE     38739      1607           0 

     17  FRACTURE ROUGHNESS    31282      9064           0 

     18  LITHOLOGY     39925       421           0 

     19  HYDR CONDUCTIVITY         0     35868        4478 

     20  LOGK         0     13799       26547 

     21  GENERAL GEOL FACTURE TYPE     38212     2134           0 

     22  GEOL TYPE OF FRACTURE     37697      2649           0 

     23  CARBONATE AREA%         0     26088       14258 

     24  CARBONATE THICKNESS mm         0     26120       14226 

     25  TYPE OF CARBONATE COATING     14227     26119           0 

     26  CARBONATE SPECIES     14302     26044           0 

     27  SULPHIDE AREA%         0     27869       12477 

     28  SULPHIDE THICKNESS mm         0     27873       12473 

     29  TYPE OF SULPHIDE COATING     12476     27870           0 

     30  SULPHIDE SPECIES     12479     27867           0 

     31  CLAY AREA%         0     20634       19712 

     32  CLAY THICKNESS mm         0     20639       19707 

     33  TYPE OF CLAY COATING     19707     20639           0 

     34  CLAY SPECIES     19833     20513           0 

     35  CLAY COLOUR     17605     22741           0 

     36  CLAY2 AREA%         0     39846         500 

     37  CLAY2 THICKNESS mm         0     39846         500 

     38  TYPE OF CLAY2 COATING       500     39846           0 

     39  CLAY2 COLOUR       500     39846           0 

     40 QUARTZ       572     39774           0 

     41  GRAPHITE       762     39584           0 

     42  CHLORITE      9252     31094           0 

     43  SERICITE      1918     38428           0 

     44  BLACK PIGMENT       638     39708           0 

     45  CORROSION       301     40045           0 

     46  MINERAL DESCRIPTION      3316     37030           0 

     47  SLIP DIRECTION         0     38629        1717 

     48  SLIP PLUNGE         0     38631        1715 

     49  KINEMATICS FROM UP      1717     38629           0 

     50  KINNEMATICS FROM EAST     1717     38629           0 

     51  KINEMATICS FROM SOUTH      1717     38629           0 

     52  CERTAINTY      1717     38629           0 

     53  KINEMATICS DESCRIPTION      1821     38525           0 

     54  REMARKS       304     40042           0 
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The following observations were made based on the above summary: 

Fields 8&9: These are clearly a pair with counts 11633 and 11631. 
Fields 10&11: These are clearly a pair with counts 31644 and 31646. 
Fields 12&13: These are clearly a pair with counts 32098 and 32096. 
Fields 23&24: These are clearly a pair with counts 14258 and 14226. 
Fields 27&28: These are clearly a pair with counts 12477 and 12473. 
Fields 31&32: These are clearly a pair with counts 19712 and 19707. 
Field 48: There are only 1715 values for "SLIP PLUNGE" even though 1717 
would seem logical. 
Field 14: 'SOURCE' has only 1681 valid items. The correct interpretation for 
empty fields is 'no data' for those fracture items that have valid data in field 
#47 'SLIP DIRECTION'. 

6.1.2 Unique strings in fracture database 

This analysis is performed on fracture database, on those fields that have textual data. 
The analysis creates a summary of all unique text strings that appear on those fields. 
This analysis is case-sensitive. Unique strings are sorted in descending order according 
to the number of their appearances. The number of different strings for each field is 
shown. The results of this analysis are in the Appendix. 

6.1.3 Boreholes in 3D, fracture database 

In the Appendix, the fields 'NORTHING', 'EASTING', and 'ELEVATION' are drawn in 
3D graphs. The purpose of these illustrations is to visually inspect whether there are 
anomalies in these data. The 3D-axis is manually rotated in each of these figures so that 
anomaly is as visible as possible. An example of these illustrations is given in Figure 
6.1-1.

Illustrations for boreholes KR24, KR25, KR25B, KR26, KR27, KR27B, KR28, 
KR28B, KR29, KR29B, KR30, KR31, KR31B, KR32, KR33, KR33B do not exist, 
because the fields 'NORTHING', 'EASTING', and 'ELEVATION' are empty for them.   
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Figure 6.1-1. An example of 3D-visualization of fields NORTHING, EASTING, and 
ELEVATION.

6.1.4 Histograms of numeric quantities, fracture database 

In the Appendix, the distributions of data in numeric fields are illustrated. Numeric 
fields are those that have nonzero value in column 'numeric' in Table 6.1-1. 

The following details are not visible in the histograms: 

Carbonate thickness: outside histogram there are 2 samples of value 20mm 
and 2 samples of value 50mm. 
Clay2 thickness: outside histogram there are 2 samples of value 15mm, 2 
samples of value 20mm and 1 sample of value 50mm.

6.1.5 Stereonets of core orientations, deviation survey 

In the Appendix, the core orientations are illustrated using stereonets. Equal area, lower 
hemisphere projections are used. Visually inspecting the stereonets one can evaluate the 
reliability of the measurements. 

The following stereonets are examples that might demonstrate weaker reliability of the 
measurements: 

KR4, illustrated in Figure 6.1-2 and enlarged in Figure 6.1-3. 
The field ALKUPERA contains text: tutka\Kairausdata\B95\EMS_Kr4.txt

KR10, illustrated in Figure 6.1-4 and enlarged in Figure 6.1-5. 
The field ALKUPERA contains text: tutka\Kairausdata\E96\OL_KR10R.DTA 
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Figure 6.1-2. Core orientations of KR4. 

Figure 6.1-3. Enlarged view of core orientations of KR4. 
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Figure 6.1-4. Core orientations of KR10. 

Figure 6.1-5. Enlarged view of core orientations of KR10. 
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6.1.6 Recalculation of fracture orientations, fracture database + deviation 
survey 

In Appendix, the agreement of recalculated fracture orientations with the orientations 
provided in the data are visualized. An example of a visualization for one borehole data 
is given below in Figure 6.1-6. 

Orientations provided in the data are read from columns 'AZIMUTH' and 'DIP' of 
fracture database. In recalculation, the orientation of the core is read from deviation 
survey data columns 'AZIMUTH' and 'DIP' and the angles with respect to this core are 
read from columns 'ALPHA' and 'BETA' of fracture database. Line between original 
and recalculated fracture orientation is drawn for each fracture. Because the depths of 
the fractures coincide with the depths of the core orientations only rarely, the core 
orientations are linearly interpolated between two core orientations. If fracture depth is 
smaller (or larger) than the depth smallest (or the largest) core orientation, the 
orientation is set to be that of the nearest core orientation. 

Figure 6.1-6. Comparison of fracture orientations given in the data and those 
recalculated using deviation survey as the source of core orientation. There is a line for 
each fracture. One end of the line (circle) represents orientation given in the data and 
the other end represents the recalculated value. In this example, most values agree very 
closely (the line appears as a dot), but there are a few that exhibit significant 
discrepancy. 
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When comparing the reported orientations to the recalculated values, one can observe 
that for some fractures the data is in very close agreement, but in some cases the 
deviation is substantial. Based on the nature, amplitude, and extent of the deviations, the 
fractures can be classified into four categories:   

1. boreholewise deviating orientations (3955 fractures), 
2. individually deviating orientations (175 fractures),
3. confirmed orientations (27912 fractures, containing 2 fractures in kr8 that 

experienced a 180-degree rollover in recalcucation), and 
4. nonconfirmed orientations (8304 fractures). 

In boreholes kr23b, kr31, kr32, and kr33, barely observable deviation is present 
throughout all fractures. In boreholes kr10, kr18, kr18b, the deviation is significant in 
all fractures, but it is not completely random, instead, each orientation seems to be 
rotated in the same direction. In borehole kr24, the deviation is significant in all 
fractures and it seems to be very randomly distributed. All of these fractures belong to 
the group of boreholewise deviating orientations.

In boreholes kr3, kr7, kr13, kr14, kr15b, kr17b, kr28b, kr29, and kr30, most fractures do 
not deviate at all, but there are some individuals that demostrate significant deviation. 
These fractures having significant deviations belong to the group of individually
deviating orientations. All the rest fractures in these boreholes and in the rest of the 
boreholes belong to the group of confirmed orientations or nonconfirmed orientations.
As much as 8304 fractures could not be confirmed, because at least one of the following 
information was missing: azimuth, dip, alpha, beta, or core orientation from deviation 
survey.

In order to make a clear distinction between individually deviating orientations and 
confirmed orientations one must specify a threshold for deviation. In this analysis the 
determining quantity was taken to be the Euclidean distance on the lower hemisphere 
equal area projection plane and the threshold was set to 0.05 (no unit). The radius of the 
projection circle was assumed to be unity. The lists of individually deviating 
orientations for each applicable borehole are given in Table 6.1-2. 
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Table 6.1-2. Indices to the fracture database entries for those fractures that are 
classified as individually deviating orientations. Segments of consecutive indices are 
indicated with alternating gray-shading - no-shading of cells.

kr3 kr7 kr13 kr14 kr15b kr17b kr28b kr29 kr30 

5059 10824 20363 21806 22920 23836 36646 37096 38215

5060 10825 20364 21807 22934 23837  37227 38216

5061 10908 20365 21808 22935 23838 37246 38217

6150 10909 20366 21809 22936 23839 37247 38233

6151 10914 20367 21810 22937 23840  37249  

6153 10915 20368 21814 22938 23841 37279

6154 10966 20369 21817 23842  37310  

6155 10967 20370 21818 23843 37642

6156 11134 20371 21819 23844 37643

6157 11135 20372 21820 37644

6159 11211 20373 21821 37645

6160 11212  21822 37646

6161 11741 21823 37647

6163 11785 21824 37648

6164 11787 21825 37649

6167 11788  21882    37652  

6168 11789  21883    37653  

6169 11790  21884    37654  

6171 11792 21886    37655  

6172 11793 21887    37656  

6173 11794  21890    37657  

6176 11795  21891    37658  

6177 11796  21892    37659  

6178   21893    37662

6180 21899 37663

6182   21900 37664

6183   21901 37665

6184   21902    37667  

6185   21903    37668  

6186   21908    37669  

6187   21909    37670  

6206   21910    37671  

   21911    37672  

   21912    37673  

   21913    37674  

   21914    37675  

   21916    37676  

   21917    37677  

   21918    37678  

   21925    37695

   21926      

   21928

   21929

   21930

   21931

   21937      

   21938      

   21939      

   21941
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6.1.7 Fracture densities 

This visualization illustrates the amount of fractures per unit depth per borehole. In 
addition, the deformation zone intersections are visualized with different colors. An 
example visualization is given in Figure 6.1-7. Complete set of visualizations is in the 
Appendix.

Figure 6.1-7. Green and black lines indicate the amount of  fractures per unit depth. 
Green lines indicate that the particular depth is within some deformation zone. Colored 
bars on the left indicate deformation zones. Red = DSI, blue = SFI, cyan = BJI, 
magenta = BFI. 

6.1.8 Tendency to cluster AZIMUTH and DIP specifically at zone intersections 

This analysis finds out what is the distribution of fracture orientation at different zone 
intersections. This analysis is per borehole and per intersection type. An example of this 
visualization can be seen in Figure 6.1-8. Complete set of illustrations are in the 
Appendix.
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Figure 6.1-8. Stereonets (equal area, lower hemisphere) of fracture orientations in KR8 
at different zone intersections.

6.1.9 Zone intersection widths and zone types 

The intersection data contains altogether 257 zones. They distribute along different 
types as follows: 

BFI, 125 
BJI, 81 
DSI, 43 
SFI, 8 

The zones are distributed along different boreholes as illustrated in Figure 6.1-9. The 
distribution of intersection widths are illustrated in Figure 6.1-10. 
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Figure 6.1-9. Distribution of intersection types per borehole. 

Figure 6.1-10. Distribution of zone intersection widths. 
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6.1.10 Different sets of valid fields in fracture database 

In fracture database, there are 54 possible fields (see Table 6.1-1) in each fracture item.
However, many fields are empty. The empty fields differ from item to item. This 
analysis finds out which are the combinations of valid fields. 

To start the analysis we first give a general visualization of the data in Figure 6.1-11. 
The figure is based on the fact that we found only 4337 different sets out of the 40346 
fracture items in the database, that is, the 40346 fracture items could be reduced to 4337 
unique fracture item sets. In the y-axis the 54 most frequent sets and their probabilities 
are presented in sorted order. In the x-axis the 54 fields and their probabilities of valid 
data are presented also in sorted order. Hence, the lower left corner has the highest 
probability for valid data, and the probability decreases towards the upper right corner. 

Figure 6.1-11. General visualization of valid data in different fields (for field 
descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high probability of valid data and dark 
blue denotes no valid data. 

Next we set out to find those field combinations that have valid data together with high 
probability, that is, if in a fracture item a field has valid data then what are the other 
fields which at the same time have also valid data. For this analysis we utilize so called 
episode-search methods. In literature episode means a set of events that appear at the 
same time or have some other meaningful or interesting relationship like some 
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associative relationship (eg. if event e1 appears then event e2 appears with probability 
p(e2|e1)). In this analysis we use the following definitions for searching episodes: 

- event: a field has valid data 

- episode: set of fields that fulfill the defined criteria for interesting relationship 
among events 

- criterion: we define interesting episodes to be such that for each field i in the 
episode the following equation is satisfied: 

 p(episode | fieldi) Pmin , 

in which episode consists of the fields in the episode, fieldi is the i:th field in the 
episode and Pmin is a predefined constant representing the minimum probability 
for the propabilities p(episode | fieldi). Hence these probabilities can be read as 
“if fieldi has valid data, then all the fields in the episode have valid data with 
probability p(episode | fieldi) which is equal or greater than Pmin “. 

In the following analysis experiments we used the value Pmin=0.85. With this value we 
found the episodes shown in Table 6.1-3. Next we present a more detailed analysis for 
each of the found episodes. 

Table 6.1-3. Episodes found with Pmin=0.85 (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). 

Frequency of 
episode (i.e. 

probability of 
appearance) 

Episode

(set of fields) 

Valid data % 

(of all valid 
data)

0.8819 2,15,16,18,21,22 0.2877 

0.7839 10,11,12,13 0.1572 

0.7753 17 0.0386 

0.7606 4,5,6,7 0.1576 

0.6579 4,5,6,20 0.1476 

0.4361 31,32,33,34,35 0.1191 

0.3525 23,24,25,26 0.0703 

0.3091 27,28,29,30 0.0615 

0.2883 8,9 0.0287 

0.2293 42 0.0114 

0.1110 19 0.0055 

0.0822 46 0.0041 

0.0475 43 0.0024 

0.0416 14,47,48,49,50,51,52,53 0.0170 

0.0189 41 0.0009 

0.0158 44 0.0008 

0.0142 40 0.0007 

0.0128 3 0.0006 

0.0124 36,37,38,39 0.0025 

0.0075 54 0.0004 

0.0075 45 0.0004 

0 1 0 

See 6.1.10.22 for explanation for the special episode 1 seen the last row of Table 6.1-3. 
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6.1.10.1 Episode with fields 2, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. Let us first visualize conditional probabilities 
p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) which can also provide valuable information 
about existence of valid data in relation to the episode. Note that after the episode has 
been found with the search method, these probabilities are computed also for the other 
fields that were left out from the current episode. This enables us to visualize also the 
relationship of the left-out fields to the current episode. 

In Figure 6.1-12 the conditional probabilities are visualized. Looking at the a)-figure 
one can see that if there is valid data nearly in anyone of the fields then the episode will 
appear with high probability (field 3 being the exception to this rule). One might 
therefore quickly think that the episode and all the fields have valid data always at the 
same time with high probability. However, this is not the case as can be seen in the b)-
figure. It shows, that when the episode has appeared what are the probabilities for 
different fields to have valid data. Of course in this case the fields belonging to the 
episode have probability 1. However, as can be seen the other fields have now much 
lower probabilities in general. Hence, the episode and all the fields do not have always 
valid data at the same time. The closest field outside the episode that might have 
chances to be promoted to the episode is field 7. In fact, if one looks closely at the a)- 
and b)-figures, it is clear that both p(episode | 7) and p(7 | episode) are greater than 0.85. 
So if we used Pmin=0.85 in our episode-search criteria, why is field 7 not included in the 
episode? The answer is that actually our criteria is much stricter as it may seem at first 
hand – the criteria uses all the conditional probabilities p(episode | fieldi) to make the 
decision not just p(episode | 7) or p(7 | episode) (which is actually not even needed). To 
show what happens to the probabilities, we forced field 7 to the episode, see Figure 6.1-
13. Clearly the criteria p(episode | fieldi) Pmin is not satisfied anymore. Hence our 
algorithm worked correctly when it left field 7 outside the episode. 

Finally, we present also two other visualizations for the current episode. General 
visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 6.1-14. 
Further, in Figure 6.1-15 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-12. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-13. Conditional probabilities for the current episode in which the field 7 was 
forced into the episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current 
episode are colored with red and other fields are colored with blue. Note! This episode 
does not satisfy the criteria defined for episode searhing with Pmin=0.85.
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Figure 6.1-14. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-15. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.2 Episode with fields 10, 11, 12, 13 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-16. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-23. In Figure 6.1-24 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-16. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-17. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-18. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.3 Episode with field 17 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-19. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-20. In Figure 6.1-21 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-19. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-20. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-21. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.4 Episode with fields 4, 5, 6, 7 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-22. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-23. In Figure 6.1-24 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-22. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-23. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-24. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.5 Episode with fields 4, 5, 6, 20 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-25. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-26. In Figure 6.1-27 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-25. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-26. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-27. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.6 Episode with fields 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-28. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-29. In Figure 6.1-30 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-28. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-29. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-30. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.7 Episode with fields 23, 24, 25, 26 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-31. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-32. In Figure 6.1-33 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-31. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-32. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-33. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.8 Episode with fields 27, 28, 29, 30 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-34. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-35. In Figure 6.1-36 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-34. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-35. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-36. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.9 Episode with fields 8, 9 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-37. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-38. In Figure 6.1-39 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-37. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-38. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-39. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.10 Episode with field 42 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-40. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-41. In Figure 6.1-42 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-40. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-41. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-42. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.11 Episode with field 19 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-43. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-44. In Figure 6.1-45 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-43. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-44. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-45. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.12 Episode with field 46 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-46. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-47. In Figure 6.1-48 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-46. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-47. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-48. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.13 Episode with field 43 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-49. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-50. In Figure 6.1-51 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-49.Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-50. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-51. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.14 Episode with fields 14, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-52. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-53. In Figure 6.1-54 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-52. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-53. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-54. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.15 Episode with field 41 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-55. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-56. In Figure 6.1-57 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-55. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-56. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-57. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.16 Episode with field 44 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-58. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-59. In Figure 6.1-60 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-58. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-59. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-60. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.17 Episode with field 40 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-61. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-62. In Figure 6.1-63 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-61. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-62. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-63. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.18 Episode with field 3 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-64. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-65. In Figure 6.1-66 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-64. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-65. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-66. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.19 Episode with fields 36, 37, 38, 39 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-67. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-68. In Figure 6.1-69 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-67. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-68. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-69. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.20 Episode with field 54 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-70. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-71. In Figure 6.1-72 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-70. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-71. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-72. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.21 Episode with field 45 

For field descriptions see Table 6.1-1. 

The conditional probabilities p(episode | field) and p(field | episode) for the current 
episode are depicted in Figure 6.1-73. 

General visualization of fracture item sets for the current episode is depicted in Figure 
6.1-74. In Figure 6.1-75 we have depicted all the existing different field combinations 
of the current episode. 
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Figure 6.1-73. Conditional probabilities for the current episode (for field descriptions 
see Table 6.1-1). Fields in the current episode are colored with red and other fields are 
colored with blue. 
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Figure 6.1-74. Visualization of the current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-
1). In y-axis, sets and their numbering correspond to the ones explained at the 
beginning of section 6.1.10 – note that only those sets are used that contain the current 
episode fully or partly. With partly we mean that a set must have valid data at least in 
one of the fields that belong to the current episode. Hence depending on the current 
episode, only a portion of the 4337 sets are used for the current episode visualization, 
and only the 54 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 
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Figure 6.1-75. Visualization of all the existing different field combinations of the 
current episode (for field descriptions see Table 6.1-1). Dark red denotes high 
probability of valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this 
color coding is that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that 
contain valid data are colored with dark red. 

6.1.10.22 Episode with field 1 

For field descriptions, see Table 6.1-1. Field 1 contains the name of the borehole. In the 
original data, this field contains valid data in every fracture item. In the analysis, this 
fact was utilized so that because the borehole name information is trivial and known to 
be always available, the field was interpreted, on the opposite, to be always empty. This 
way we get both the extremes into the analysis: field that has always valid data (as field 
2) and field that  never has valid data (as field 1). 

Now, because field 1 does not have valid data at all by definition, it can not be 
visualized.
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6.1.11 Range of numeric quantities 

In Table 6.1-4, the range of numeric quantities in numeric fields is presented. 

Table 6.1-4. Mean, range, and number of samples of numeric quantities in fracture 
database.

Field Field name Mean value Min value Max value # Samples 

2 M_FROM 289.59 0.11 1051.89 40346

3 M_TO 274.60 1.82 1040.90 517

4 NORTHING 6793833.97 0.00 67931449.00 31042

5 EASTING 1526160.54 0.00 15254438.20 31042

6 ELEVATION -269.99 -976.12 428.37 31042

7 CORE_ALPHA 52.34 0.00 90.00 34645

8 DIR_CORE 160.50 0.00 360.00 11633

9 DIP_CORE 41.46 0.00 90.00 11631

10 ALPHA 53.20 1.08 90.00 31644

11 BETA 183.21 0.01 359.99 31646

12 AZIMUTH 155.97 0.00 360.00 32098

13 DIP 40.84 0.05 526.00 32096

19 HYDR_CONDUCTIVITY 1.00 1.00 1.00 4478

20 LOGK -9.86 -11.00 -1.00 26547

23 CARBONATE_AREA% 48.60 1.00 100.00 14258

24 CARBONATE_THICKNESS_mm 0.37 0.10 50.00 14226

27 SULPHIDE_AREA% 11.39 1.00 100.00 12477

28 SULPHIDE_THICKNESS_mm 0.25 0.10 10.00 12473

31 CLAY_AREA% 46.54 1.00 100.00 19712

32 CLAY_THICKNESS_mm 0.31 0.10 200.00 19707

36 CLAY2_AREA% 34.14 2.00 100.00 500

37 CLAY2_THICKNESS_mm 0.67 0.10 50.00 500

47 SLIP_DIRECTION 150.28 1.00 360.00 1717

48 SLIP_PLUNGE 24.84 0.00 89.00 1715
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6.1.12 Quantization 

In the Appendix, the quantization of numeric fields is visualized. There is one figure for 
each numeric field. The figures have been produced as follows. First, measurement 
values of a field are sorted in ascending order. Then the differences between 
consecutive values are computed. As a result, we obtain non-negative difference values 
and their number is one less than the number of original measurement values. Example 
illustration is given in Figure 6.1-76. 

Figure 6.1-76. Illustration of the quantization of AZIMUTH. 
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6.1.13  1D-clustering 

In Appendix, the 1D-clustering of numeric fields is visualized. There is one figure for 
each numeric field. The figures have been produced as follows. 

Each figure has two xy-axes. In the upper axis all the measurement values of a field are 
depicted whereas in the lower axis the x-axis has been automatically scaled from mean 
minus std (standard deviation) to mean plus std. In figures the x-axis represents 
measurement values of a field and the y-axis represents uniformly distributed random 
numbers between (0,1). Example illustration is given in Figure 6.1-77. 

Figure 6.1-77. Illustration of 1D-clustering of CARBONATE_THICKNESS.

6.1.14  2D-clustering 

In Appendix, the 2D-clustering of numeric fields is visualized. There is one figure for 
each numeric field pair. The field pairs were chosen as follows. In section 6.1.10 we 
found out which fields belong to the same episode (see Table 6.1-3). For those numeric 
fields that belong to the same episode we formed all possible numeric field pairs. As a 
result we obtained 21 numeric field pairs whose 2D-clustering is visualized in the 
Appendix.

In addition to the visualisation of the episode-based pairs, the following field pairs are 
visualized (empty values are interpreted as zeros): 

Clay area + carbonate area 
Clay area + sulphide area 
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Carbonate area + sulphide area 
Clay thickness + carbonate thickness 
Clay thickness + sulphide thickness 
Carbonate thickness + sulphide thickness 

Quantities that are listed in the above bullets (filling area and thickness) were highly 
discretized, and therefore random variation was added into each point that represented 
these quantities. The amount of variation was uniformly distributed into the range of 
0.00-0.90 for areas and 0.00-0.09 for thicknesses. In addition, quantities 
SLIP_DIRECTION and SLIP_PLUNGE were added uniformly distributed variation 
into the range of 0.00-0.50. 

6.2 Classifying database records using decision trees 

6.2.1 About analysis 

When using decision trees in finding structure in the data, typically a nonparametric 
model is constructed between predictor attributes and the class attribute. Model 
construction takes place automatically by a computer program that systematically 
searches relationships in the data. The source data is composed of data items that each 
contain at least one predictor attribute and exactly one class attribute. In the whole set of 
data items, the predictor attributes are the same for all items as well as the class 
attribute.

Using the nonparametric model constructed from the data, one can assess the 
probability distribution of the class for a data item based only on its predictor attributes. 
Such class queries can be made for data items that were included in the source data or 
for data items that were not used in the construction of the model. 

6.2.2 Using lithology as the class attribute 

In this analysis the lithology is the class attribute which can take one of the following 
values: {DGN, MGN, PGR, TGG, VGN}. Items having values {CRUSH, GRF, MDP, 
MFGN, QGN, SGN, empty} were excluded. Below is the list of fields that were used as 
the predictor attributes.  

CARBONATE _AREA {CA%} 
CARBONATE _THICKNESS {CAmm} 
TYPE_OF_ CARBONATE_COATING {CA-ha, CA-hi, CA-it, CA-ja, CA-lk, 
CA-mu, CA-or, CA-pe, CA-pi, CA-si, CA-tk, CA-va, CA-vk} 
CARBONATE_SPECIES {CA-cc, CA-do} 
SULPHIDE _AREA {SU%} 
SULPHIDE _THICKNESS {SUmm} 
TYPE_OF_ SULPHIDE_COATING {SU-ha, SU-hi, SU-ja, SU-lk, SU-or, 
SU-pe, SU-pi, SU-si, SU-tk} 
SULPHIDE_SPECIES {SU-cu, SU-mh, SU-mk, SU-sk} 
CLAY _AREA{CL%} 
CLAY _THICKNESS {CLmm} 
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TYPE_OF_ CLAY_COATING {CL-ha, CL-hi, CL-it, CL-ja, CL-kt, CL-lk, 
CL-mu, CL-or, CL-pe, CL-pi, CL-si, CL-sp, CL-tk, CL-va, CL-ve, CL-vk, 
CL-yk}
CLAY_SPECIES {CL-il, CL-ka, CL-mo, CL-sm, CL-is, CL-ki, CL-sv, CL-
ks, CL-na} 
QUARTZ {kv} 
GRAPHITE {gr} 
CHLORITE {kl} 
SERICITE {sr} 
BLACK_PIGMENT {mp} 
CORROSION {co} 

The first four levels of the resulting decision tree are visualized in Figure 6.2-1. 

Figure 6.2-1. The first four levels of the decision tree which represents relationships 
between predictor attributes and lithology. See text for interpretation of the diagram.  

Interpretation of decision tree figures 

In Figure 6.2-1, the separate diagram on the upper right corner shows the initial 
distribution of the lithologies. Corresponding distribution is shown at each node (except 
the lithology names are excluded for clarity). At each node (except at leaves at the 
bottom) the test that is applied at that node is also shown, e.g. the test at the root node 
is:  "If attribute SU-lk is less than or equal to 0.5, select left branch." Because attribute 
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SU-lk is a binary attribute (it has value 1, if fracture has 'lk' in 'TYPE_OF_ 
SULPHIDE_COATING', and 0 otherwise) this test means that fractures whose type of 
sulphide coating is 'lk' go to the right branch. At each node there is also a number that 
tells the number of fractures belonging to the node. The number of data items is also 
illustrated by the strength of the blue color in lines that form the tree structure. The 
darker the color, more data items are represented. The detailed description of the same 
decision tree (however, less human-readable) is given in textual form in Table 6.2-1. 

Table 6.2-1. The first four levels of the decision tree which represents relationships 
between predictor attributes and lithology. See text for interpretation.

level 0 points 38545 dist 11324 2572 6880 1469 16300 test (SU-lk <= 0.5) 
  level 1 points 30897 dist 8178 2093 6005 1225 13396 test (kl <= 0.5) 

    level 2 points 24009 dist 6441 1541 5277 979 9771 test (CL-ka <= 0.5) 

      level 3 points 20341 dist 5636 1394 4560 892 7859 test (CL-il <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 18263 dist 5221 1250 3814 826 7152 

        level 4 points 2078 dist 415 144 746 66 707 

      level 3 points 3668 dist 805 147 717 87 1912 test (CL-ja <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 2115 dist 382 108 408 31 1186 

        level 4 points 1553 dist 423 39 309 56 726 
    level 2 points 6888 dist 1737 552 728 246 3625 test (CL-tk <= 0.5) 

      level 3 points 5841 dist 1579 484 581 219 2978 test (mp <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 5766 dist 1541 482 566 212 2965 

        level 4 points 75 dist 38 2 15 7 13 

      level 3 points 1047 dist 158 68 147 27 647 test (CL-sv <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 852 dist 109 62 126 15 540 

        level 4 points 195 dist 49 6 21 12 107 
  level 1 points 7648 dist 3146 479 875 244 2904 test (SU% <= 1.5) 

    level 2 points 873 dist 193 67 113 35 465 test (CL-sv <= 0.5) 

      level 3 points 745 dist 137 63 103 28 414 test (SU-sk <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 30 dist 0 12 1 3 14 

        level 4 points 715 dist 137 51 102 25 400 

      level 3 points 128 dist 56 4 10 7 51 test (SUmm <= 0.25) 

        level 4 points 113 dist 56 2 9 6 40 

        level 4 points 15 dist 0 2 1 1 11 
    level 2 points 6775 dist 2953 412 762 209 2439 test (CL-ja <= 0.5) 

      level 3 points 4368 dist 1738 338 551 147 1594 test (CL% <= 12.5) 

        level 4 points 3224 dist 1288 292 402 132 1110 

        level 4 points 1144 dist 450 46 149 15 484 

      level 3 points 2407 dist 1215 74 211 62 845 test (CL-ka <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 1706 dist 918 60 131 36 561 

        level 4 points 701 dist 297 14 80 26 284 

Interpretation decision trees in text form 

In Table 6.2-1, each row represents one node, first row is the root node, drawn topmost 
in Figure 6.2-1. The rows are written in node - left branch - right branch -order, starting 
from the root and traversing the whole tree. Each row is to be interpreted as follows: 

level N   
The level of the node. Root node is at level 0. 

points M   
The node contains M data items. 

dist X1 X2 ...  
Distribution of the data: class 1 has X1 items, class 2 has X2 items, etc. 

test (STR <= T)  
The node splits the data based on test attribute STR and the threshold is T.  
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One can use the number of data points, the test description and the level of each node as 
cues to find the corresponding node in Figure 6.2-1. 

The tree given in Table 6.2-1 and Figure 6.2-1 is truncated from a much larger tree. It is 
possible to keep on splitting the nodes into smaller and smaller data sets and reach at 
least 30 levels and over 10000 nodes. Incorporating this huge tree into the report was 
seen unnecessary. However, a tree which is truncated at level 10 can be found in the 
Appendix.

6.2.2.1 Selected observations on the resulting tree 

There is no predictor attribute that alone could be used to purely separate one lithology 
type from others. Moreover, even after splitting the data four times in sequence, there 
does not appear any collection of fracture items that would contain only one lithology 
type. However, the starting point is a set of data where 42% (16300 out of 38545) items 
have lithology VGN and 29% (11324 out of 38545) have lithology DGN. After splitting 
the data based on type of sulphide coating having 'LK', we get two data sets: 

Set A: Fractures for which: "type of sulphide coating not LK (patchy)":  
VGN 43%, DGN  26%, PGR 19% 

Set B: Fractures for which:"type of sulphide coating is LK (patchy)":
VGN 38%, DGN 41% 

Further splitting the set B using test Is the sulphide area less than or equal to 1.5 %?
additionally increases the difference in proportions of VGN and DGN so that we get 
two data sets: 

Set C: Fractures for which: "Sulphide area is less than or equal to 1.5%":  
VGN 53%, DGN 22% 

Set D: Fractures for which: "Sulphide area is more than 1.5%":  
VGN 36%, DGN 44% 

Looking at the left branch from root, there is a test Does the filling contain chlorite?.
This test divides the set A into two data sets: 

Set E: Fractures for which: "Filling does not contain chlorite.":  
VGN 41%, PGR 22% 

Set F: Fractures for which: " Filling contains chlorite.":
VGN 53%, PGR 11% 

In other words, for the set A, having chlorite as a filling drops the proportion of PGR-
fractures from 19% to 11%. 
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6.2.3 Using hydraulic conductivity as the class attribute 

In this analysis the hydraulic conductivity is the class attribute which can take one of the 
following values: {empty, 1}. The same fields as in 6.2.2 were used as the predictor 
attributes.

The first four levels of the resulting decision tree are visualized in Figure 6.2-2. 

Figure 6.2-2. The first four levels of the decision tree which represents relationships 
between predictor attributes and hydraulic conductivity. See text in page 100 for 
interpretation of the diagram. 
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Table 6.2-2. The first four levels of the decision tree which represents relationships 
between predictor attributes and hydraulic conductivity. See text in page 101 for 
interpretation. 

level 0 points 40346 dist 35868 4478 test (CL-ja <= 0.5) 

  level 1 points 31327 dist 28530 2797 test (CL-it <= 0.5) 

    level 2 points 31219 dist 28473 2746 test (CL-ks <= 0.5) 

      level 3 points 31055 dist 28358 2697 test (CL-is <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 30791 dist 28152 2639 

        level 4 points 264 dist 206 58 

      level 3 points 164 dist 115 49 test (CL-pi <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 159 dist 113 46 

        level 4 points 5 dist 2 3 

    level 2 points 108 dist 57 51 test (CA-tk <= 0.5) 

      level 3 points 94 dist 54 40 test (CL-mo <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 91 dist 54 37 
        level 4 points 3 dist 0 3 

      level 3 points 14 dist 3 11 test (kl <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 11 dist 1 10 

        level 4 points 3 dist 2 1 
  level 1 points 9019 dist 7338 1681 test (CL% <= 32.5) 

    level 2 points 3822 dist 3366 456 test (CL-sv <= 0.5) 

      level 3 points 2213 dist 1900 313 test (CLmm <= 0.15) 

        level 4 points 688 dist 622 66 

        level 4 points 1525 dist 1278 247 

      level 3 points 1609 dist 1466 143 test (SU-pe <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 1594 dist 1456 138 

        level 4 points 15 dist 10 5 
    level 2 points 5197 dist 3972 1225 test (CLmm <= 0.15) 

      level 3 points 1351 dist 1168 183 test (CL-tk <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 1309 dist 1126 183 
        level 4 points 42 dist 42 0 

      level 3 points 3846 dist 2804 1042 test (CL-va <= 0.5) 

        level 4 points 3354 dist 2513 841 
        level 4 points 492 dist 291 201 

6.2.3.1 Selected observations on the resulting tree 

There is no predictor attribute that alone could be used to purely separate hydraulically 
conductive fractures from those that are non-conductive. However, there are already in 
level 4 two sets of data  that have purely either conductive or non-conductive fractures 
(let us denote them sets A and B, respectively). Those can be found in Table 6.2-2 
highlighted with green text. The statistical significance of those sets is really small, 
however, because one of them contains 3 samples conductive fractures and the other 42 
non-conductive. Still, it is interesting to write down the tests that lead to these sets: 

Set A: There are 3 fractures (all of them conductive) that fullfill the following 
properties:

type of clay coating is not CL-ja (powder) 
type of clay coating is CL-it (loose) 
type of carbonate coating is not CA-tk (monotonous layer) 
clay species is CL-mo (monmorillonite) 

Set B: There are 42 fractures (all of them non-conductive) that fullfill the 
following properties: 

type of clay coating is CL-ja (powder) 
clay area is more than 32,5% 
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clay thickness is less than or equal to 0,15 mm 
type of clay coating is CL-tk (monotonous layer) 

Statistically more significant is the observation of how the proportion of conductive 
fractures increases as we traverse the tree starting from root and always take the right 
branch. At the root node the proportions are 89% and 11%, non-conductive and 
conductive, respectively. The percentage of conductive fractures develops as follows: 

Set C: If type of clay coating is CL-ja (powder), the percentage is 19%. 
Set D: If, additionally, clay area is more than 32,5%, the percentage is 24%. 
Set E: If, additionally, clay thickness is more than 0.15 mm, the percentage is 
27%.
Set F: If, additionally, type of clay coating is CL-va (vaxy), the percentage is 
41%.

The tree given in Figure 6.2-2 and Table 6.2-2 is truncated from a much larger tree. It is 
possible to keep on splitting the nodes into smaller and smaller data sets and reach at 
least 30 levels and over 5000 nodes. Incorporating this huge tree into the report was 
seen unnecessary. However, a tree which is truncated at level 10 can be found in 
Appendix.

6.3 Analysis of fracture fillings using episode-search methods 

Episode-search method (see 6.1.10 for description) was used in the analysis of 
geological data. The subject of this analysis was to find out whether various fracture 
fillings appear typically together. The data was collected from the following fields: 

CARBONATE_SPECIES {cc, do} 
SULPHIDE_SPECIES {cu, mh, mk, sk } 
CLAY_SPECIES {il, ka, mo, sm, is, ki, sv, ks, na } 
QUARTZ {x} 
GRAPHITE {x} 
CHLORITE {x} 
SERICITE {x} 
BLACK_PIGMENT {x} 
CORROSION {x} 

The abbreviations/words in the curly braces above list the possible values for each field. 
In addition to those values, each field could also be empty. This set of data was used to 
construct a binary matrix of 40346 rows (all fractures in the database) and 21 columns, 
which are named: cc, do, cu, mh, mk, sk, il, ka, mo, sm, is, ki, sv, ks, na, kv (quartz), gr 
(graphite), kl (chlorite) , sr (sericite), mp (black pigment), and co (corrosion). The 
otherwise zero elements of this binary matrix are filled with ones as follows: the ith row 
and jth column is set to unity if ith fracture in the database has filling which is jth in the 
above list of column names. This binary matrix has 555 different rows. Figure 6.3-1 
illustrates the most frequently appearing rows. 
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The most frequent (24% of fractures) case is fractures having no fillings at all, next is 
the case of only one filling, that is cc, with a percentage of 6.2%, and so on. Figure 6.3-
2 - Figure 6.3-12 illustrate the fracture orientations of 11 most frequent cases of filling 
combinations. In these figures, the fracture orientations are drawn using three different 
symbols: blue dot, red asterisk '*', and black plus '+'. These symbols indicate the 
categorization of the reliability of the orientation data based on recalculation analysis 
documented in 6.1.6, where four groups are introduced: confirmed and nonconfirmed 
orientations (blue dot), individually deviating orientations (red asterisk), and 
boreholewise deviating orientations (black plus). 

Figure 6.3-1. Illustration of the 50 most frequently appearing rows in the binary matrix 
representing combinations of fracture fillings. 
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Figure 6.3-2. Fractures having fillings: No fillings. Symbols (+ and *) represent 
fractures whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 
for details). 

Figure 6.3-3. Fractures having fillings: cc. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 
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Figure 6.3-4. Fractures having fillings: ka. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 

Figure 6.3-5. Fractures having fillings: cc+sk. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 
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Figure 6.3-6. Fractures having fillings: ki. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 

Figure 6.3-7. Fractures having fillings: cc+kl. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 
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Figure 6.3-8. Fractures having fillings: cc+sk+kl. Symbols (+ and *) represent 
fractures whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 
for details). 

Figure 6.3-9. Fractures having fillings: sv. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 
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Figure 6.3-10. Fractures having fillings: sk+ka. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 

Figure 6.3-11. Fractures having fillings: il. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 
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Figure 6.3-12. Fractures having fillings: sk. Symbols (+ and *) represent fractures 
whose reported orientations disagree from recalculated values (See text in 6.3 for 
details). 
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Searching the episodes using probability of Pmin = 0.85, the results listed in Table 6.3-1 
are obtained. According to these results there are no fillings that would form a set 
(having more fillings than one) when Pmin = 0.85. Most common filling episode is 'cc'. 
The conditional probabilities of other fillings to appear when 'cc' is present, and vice 
versa, are shown in Figure 6.3-13. The most frequent sets where 'cc' is present are 
visualized in Figure 6.3-14. A complete set of corresponding visualizations are in the 
Appendix.

Table 6.3-1. Episodes found with Pmin=0.85.

Frequency of episode
(i.e. probability of 

appearance) 

Episode
(set of fields) 

Valid data % 
(of all valid data) 

0.354484 cc 0.236432 

0.305334 sk 0.203650 

0.229316 kl 0.152948 

0.140113 ka 0.093452 

0.133718 sv 0.089187 

0.098275 il 0.065547 

0.090666 ki 0.060472 

0.047539 sr 0.031707 

0.018887 gr 0.012597 

0.015813 mp 0.010547 

0.015590 ks 0.010398 

0.014326 is 0.009555 

0.014177 kv 0.009456 

0.007460 co 0.004976 

0.006345 mk 0.004232 

0.004362 sm 0.002910 

0.002627 mo 0.001752 

0.000173 cu 0.000116 

0.000050 na 0.000033 

0.000025 do 0.000017 

0.000025 mh 0.000017 
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Figure 6.3-13. The conditional probabilities of episode 'cc' to appear when other 
fillings are present (a), and vice versa (b). 
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Figure 6.3-14. Visualization of the episode 'cc'. In y-axis, sets and their numbering 
correspond to the ones explained at the beginning of section 6.3 – note that only those 
sets are used that contain the current episode. Hence depending on the current episode, 
only a portion of the 555 sets are used for the current episode visualization, and only 
the 50 most frequent such sets are depicted here. Dark red denotes high probability of 
valid data and dark blue denotes no valid data. The exception for this color coding is 
that for the sake of clarity all the fields of the current episode that contain valid data 
are colored with dark red. 

By lowering the Pmin -threshold sigificantly, episodes having more than one filling can 
be obtained, though. First two-filling episode appears when Pmin = 0.44 is reached (Pmin

=0.45 still produces one-filling episodes) and it is 'cc + sk'. The next two-filling episode 
appears when Pmin = 0.31 and it is 'cc + kl'. By lowering the Pmin -threshold further with 
0.01 steps new two-filling episodes appear. The results are shown in Table 6.3-2. The 
second column in Table 6.3-2 shows the expected probability of the episode if the 
fillings were assumed to appear independently. This probability is simply the product of 
the probabilities of the corresponding fillings shown in Table 6.1-3. By comparing the 
observed probability to the estimated probability under independence assumption, one 
can assess the significance of the episode. 

In Table 6.3-2, a subset of episodes is highlighted with green. This indicates that 
visualizations of conditional probabilities and episode sets (like those in Figure 6.3-13 
and Figure 6.3-14) for those episodes are given in the Appendix. 

Episodes 'cc+sk', 'cc+kl', and 'sk+sv' are selected because they appear Pmin values 
greates than 0.20. Episode  'sk+ka' is selected because for that episode the expected 
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probability under independence assumption is very close to the observed frequency of 
that episode. This episode could be example of one that has no underlying reason to be 
episode, but is merely due to a chance. In the case of episodes 'mk+gr' and 'mk+sm', on 
the contrary, observed probability is roughly a 10-fold as compared to the estimated 
probability. These episodes could carry information about the correlation between these 
two fillings. 

Table 6.3-2. Episodes with more than one fillings appearing when the threshold Pmin is 
lowered with 0.01 steps from 0.85 to 0.03.

Frequency of 
episode

(i.e. probability of 
appearance) 

Probability of 
appearing

independently

Episode
(set of 
fields) 

Valid data % 
(of all valid 

data)

Highest
Pmin

0.157339 0.108236 cc, sk 0.440082 0.44

0.110147 0.081289 cc, kl 0.389380 0.31

0.064170 0.040829 sk, sv 0.292837 0.21

0.048431 0.042781 sk, ka 0.297102 0.16

0.036831 0.022536 il, kl 0.218495 0.15 

0.050662 0.024820 cc, sk, kl 0.593030 0.14 

0.026992 0.020791 ki, kl 0.213420 0.11 

0.001809 0.000120 mk, gr 0.016829 0.09

0.028330 0.014473 cc, sk, sv 0. 529269 0.07 

0.014252 0.010901 kl, sr 0.184656 0.06 

0.021018 0.016852 cc, sr 0.268139 0.05 

0.017127 0.015165 cc, sk, ka 0.533534 0.04 

0.000273 0.000028 mk, sm 0.007142 0.04

0.012789 0.007989 cc, il, kl 0.454927 0.03 

0.009592 0.004828 sk, mp 0.214197 0.03 

0.008700 0.004331 gr, kl 0.165545 0.03 

0.001438 0.000355 sr, co 0.036683 0.03 

0.000446 0.000106 kv, co 0.014432 0.03 
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